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Clouds Complex
 
The grey cloudy sight, with
 
The mingled sunlight touching upon The pure white clouds
 
 
Giving a beauty of gleaming White and whiter clouds Combined closet the grey
shade, Making a mix and math combo The grey sharing the adjacent seat In the
enormous sky
 
Copious patterns of clouds
 
In that patterning, the main patterning was of Waving clouds
 
One wave opening another, Growing bigger and bigger,
 
In the eyesight view visible to me The birds swam on the waves
And around the waves
 
Freely, subtly and beautifully; And then more gracefully! ! The Cloud complex of
 
Many small diffused
 
Clouds away from the waves Colored and pictured the sky The never better cloud
view
 
Is but in the rainy cloud seasoning
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Happiness Quotes! !
 
Be thee merriment, be thee laugh, be thee fun, be thee self, to complete self
fruition! !
Be thyself in life, happiness coming thee is the resulting of free will of thee,
unhindered by any! !
Laugh at disappointments, as they can chance for better actions of thee! !
Thee experience resulting in better thee unusually from prior disappointment! !
Never thee look back at disappointments, what thee require is to overlook thee
disappointments,
by filtering courage required for accomplishment.
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Hazar's (Thousand)  Disposition.
 
Witty you;
You combat in your dispositon*                                           * appearance
Your speech;
Your somber*                                                                        * Silence
I like the waylaid;
You embark in life;
That is spontaneous flow;
From from Himalayas to kanyakumari;
You witty leader;
You brought laurels;
Belling all around the country;
But scented by sentationalism;
That is an outcry disparate;
Politics prolific you;
Accentuate you;
Balloon you bigger and bigger;
But your true nature subtle and soft;
But love will the youth of today;
Gandhian leader;
Will many more such Gandhian's emerge?
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How Is It To Love Life?
 
Have you ever loved life?
Loved Self to fall in love with life?
Enriched passion within;
And ballooned life;
With happiness and mature comport;
Life's a bliss when you love it;
Try it, retry it;
Happiness trailed will be forever permanent;
Hopes and passions alive again and again;
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I Have A Life
 
I have a life;
A life to be something;
A life to craft something;
A life to share my bliss;
Share my sorrow;
Of course Life, you are a challenge;
 
Crossing your barriers;
Entourage myself;
I will on and on ahead;
Spread my wings;
Soaring amidst caring people;
Standing against other relative to;
 
 
Your experience;
Matures me;
Makes me iron rod;
That is used to meld others;
To give it due shape;
Upon younger ones;
Caring for them;
 
 
I was melded by you life;
At the instances thrown upon;
 
Life you are playful;
And life's to be played;
With due vigour;
Cause vigour transforms you;
Makes one optimistic;
It is how I see you life;
Others may  not agree;
Not by latitude all;
 
Life you are a blessing;
A reserviour of knowledge;
That facilitates learning on continum.
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Igniting Light
 
Ignition of light;
Signifies the spark gathering;
The spark of color;
The yellow blue;
The spark of thought;
By flashing light bulb;
An idea, a momentum;
A cracking sound, triggering
The initiation;
Of a new course from stage previous;
A lighting change
That lightens, enlivens life
Life of excitement stimulating life
Further and further down in life
To the deepest of the depth.
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Inspiring You
 
Inspiring thee momentum;
In self. in others;
Bring smile to their facades;
Smile to your contours;
Life's 100 with you;
You remain intact;
Me in momemtum;
Towards, life's journey;
With your promise;
With your latent hope;
Inside me;
I can work wonders;
They wonders are the wonders of the world  for me;
With love, with care;
By your inner passion! ! !
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Just Pass Life
 
What is life's conditioning?
We are born;
With inborn traits;
With modified effectors;
As we mature and grow?
Reflecting our thinking;
On what we comport in life;
All our basic humanistic traits;
Learn- earn- enjoy-pass off to the life's end;
Most of us never think of an alternative phasing;
Of living life of meaning;
Living along life with a deflection;
Of linking our hands to the helpless hands;
Dividing our palate of food;
To the people devoid of morsels;
And do our free will unconventional;
Away from conventions and customs;
A change initiation;
Can convert our normal life;
To exciting new feats in thee satisfaction! !
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Life Said
 
What Life Said, ...
Try be self;
You are self;
You do your contours;
Your comports;
Your passion;
Your affection;
Your interests;
Your Care;
Life will love you back! !
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Life Snippets
 
Whats yours is yours, What is not yours is not yours, Greed begets greed, More
and More, That wants mountain, With Time Loans Grow larger than it
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Life Snippets-2
 
Keeping heart's vault Closed
Enclosing feelings
Casing brings distress
While sharing helps the heart ease.
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Life's Aspiring Ambitions
 
Life's gift to each and one;
Predisposes each one to comports and achievements;
When hindrances surface;
Smooth-out the front;
With true meaning;
Situational strands;
An optimum decision is sought bought;
By life's mind  mapping from purview of troubles;
Win all thee ambitions;
Life's aspiring ambitions;
By sheer intent! !
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Mirroring Thee! !
 
Wonder wonderful flower;
Thee so pleasant;
So soft heartened;
So giving;
Learning process initiation;
Must from thee;
Wondering around;
What mankind will look like;
When mirroring thee! !
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Moisture Laden Sky Powered By Monsoon
 
Around we wound in ‘U'
From our car;
The rainy sky bed;
The mist crestfallen on the pane;
Sprinklers cleared the mist;
On the transparent mirror;
The wind blew in full force;
Winding upwards and off hand, the pavement walkers umbrellas;
A man and woman in toeing in two wheeler;
Cranked their head down towards the wind's forcefulness;
The forceful powerful monsoon, soon potent to erupt a powerful rain?
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Music Suffuses A World Of Difference
 
Headphones on;
 
Tiptoe walk;
 
Music all around;
 
Absorbed within;
 
World new;
 
World passionate;
 
World of passion of singer;
 
 
Fills you ballooning;
 
Inspiration;
 
A change fro from, monotony;
 
Music inspiring different world;
 
Renews your passion;
 
Optimism takes the place of  routine;
 
 
Lover of Music;
 
You are renewed! !
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Reddish Plight
 
A reddish bloodshed
At the war comport
And exercised cruelty
Reddened the flow of life of thousands of life;
In direct, in indirect! !
 
A  red tear
A red  sorrow
Engulfing
A depriving red
The reddish aspect
Needs a change to a white peace flagging
A green signal of peace as a promise
A life devoid of coldness
That engulfs countries
A world peace congregate
Can only cause the white flagging
And give green peace signal between world brothers! !
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Richness- A Nominal Name, But In Realism Dis-
Apparent! !
 
Ascribing richness cognomen to wealth
Is a wrong ascribe
Needed obligation and cancellation in terminology
In mankind's view
 
A richness of thought
A richness of help! !
A richness of nature
Makes a change, a difference
 
The realism is apparent
Respecting richness in an individual
Irrespective of monetary stance
And revoking   it
The richness of richness accumulation
From  being rich in perspective with the right opinion
About thee mankind and selves
We are indeed blessed
Richness in generic here
Thee true self;
Seeping within individuality
Eliminates money camouflage
And overlooks it
And converges on individuality
And identity a person has crafted in life process
Till date
Life is all about richness! ! !
 
Saving drop of treasure! !
Water the treasure! !
In a parched land of desert;
The water synonymous to precious alike crystal! !
The value diminished in common eyes! !
A matter has a meaning in evidence of scarcity! !
That's mankind's mindset! !
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Small Poetry Snippets
 
Life is attach and detach
Is it your option
Option says
Is it good or bad
Listening to heart
But validated by brain
Gives right result
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Some Quote Poems
 
Learning keeps budding Never gets old Keep life alive Like the Harry Potters
Philosophers stone! !
 
Balloons ballooned in the sky Flying far far way The children can never hold the
balloons That swept the time away! !
 
People plumb and proud, rich People weak and humble, poor Never the same
With eclectic in words People vary in rich proportions! !
 
Whats on spotlight The sparkle of your eyes Whats not Eyes tend to ignore Only
few things catches attention That's how it is! !
 
External force Forcing thee Inner force a turmoil Listen to the inner limelight Rest
success assured! !
 
Women power Men power The Mankind Power Of course don't demarcate the
mankind! !
 
Demeanor green Evergreen Waylaid by mankind The nature ought to be
protected! !
 
Is money peanuts With flaunt and want When life lop sides The peanuts become
jewels! !
 
Are you the jewel on her eyes Then be sure Care for her with your life! !
 
The life's spirit Lies in ideas Ideals Love Change Self spirit That's life's spirit! !
 
When someone is toiling for bread And your life is comfort Know how gifted grace
on thee! !
 
When the person front Is an opaque barrier Try Try to dissolves the opaqueness
And see through with transparency! !
 
View Life Crystal Clear And benefice Thee from Transparency Shining life
throughout! !
 
Darkness conceals
True nature's
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Lightness
Brings out
Ones nature! !
 
The sun rises Sets later Moon Shines Hides again Sun resurfaces Bringing light
When moon soothes In darkness! !
 
Is what beyond empty Beyond in space Inside the lump and Far beyond The Sun
shines again! !
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Spark Success! !
 
Woes and mistakes
Camouflaging true suspension;
What thee need is corrective action;
Which will pinnacle success;
Live life brimming;
When change course thee;
Based on corrective;
Success definitively guaranteed! ! !
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Surging Hope
 
A surging hope is omnipresent
A life of hope instilled by passion;
Hope of self worth;
Hope of everlasting tenure
A life surrounded by peers;
Of friendship attained;
Renew life henceforth;
A way to exhorbitant inner talents
Expose self;
Be unique;
Be self;
Lost opportunities to opportune;
A ray of hope;
A sting ray's poison defence;
No long omnipresent
Free flow self might;
Unhindered by others opinions;
A life of optimism filling self;
Surplus overflowing along;
Love life
Love boundary encircled  by dear near;
Will succed
A ray of Hope! !
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Sweet Scented Flowers Sing
 
Sweetness suffused comport;
Diffuse sweetness in all circumference;
Make a smile curve in others countenance;
Enrich life with enthusiasm;
The richness of life
With comporting happiness;
Garners flavor to
Self and other mankind;
Sweetened satisfaction
Resultant with sweetening relationships! !
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Tears Precious
 
Tears dripping by
Don't let it by
The golden smile
Don't let it miles
Rather Mine from Heart
Courage suffuses by filling
To transcend life
Re look not at the past
A beautiful future awaiting ny
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Thorny Tree Of Pain! !
 
Thorny by nature
Pain stabs when it's a near dear
Forestalls reasoning by sheer contrast
Effects a behavior nominated
What the pain reasons to be eliminated
Aggrieved by sorrow
Of sheer abandonment
For a unreasoning comfort
Question to us is our forethought think
A glance through life
Depicts the thorny picks mended
By rational validation
Un-circumferenced  by raging emotions
By alienating them
Abandon the thorny stub
Heal in process by assessment
Change initiation if needed
Or forgive-forget! !
By sheer self-disposition
Thee can change the might! !
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Tiring But Adernaline! !
 
Escapade to mountains;
To Trekking;
Loved the gush green;
Climbing up-down;
In hot sun bath;
Tanning skin and baking flesh;
But adrenaline built;
Simultaneously worn out;
Rush to exitement;
And weariness of the moment;
Sometimes things are exciting;
But physical limits barriers;
Stoning all our way;
Life is like trekking mountains;
Here we are finding levers to the boulders that limit us! !
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To My Loving Mom
 
Mom, I love you so much;
Can you count the stars?
Can you count pints from ocean?
Can you quantify love?
 
Cool and pleasant;
forever luminescent;
You are the 2 stars on my eyes;
Love you, Dear you;
Mom, I love you mighty ocean.
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Uppercase Or Lowercase
 
Are you the upper salute;
Or lower salute;
Who engages in boot-liking;
Naturalness can prime you high;
Artificial-ness subsequently primes you low;
Live for self, with morality;
Thou strive for success suiting your ability;
Amplify them;
Never nurture fast-track;
It is not permanent! !
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Weathery Winter
 
Snow sliding down the roof;
 
Balling down balls by children I hear i joyous cries;
 
 
The gushing chilly wind on the window sill;
 
Reclaimed on a Chair;
 
Sat My Dear old Grandapa,
 
Trembling with coldness draped all around;
 
 
He wanted to be out;
 
But health woud'nt permit;
 
Quipped he from his coffee;
 
Amanda, dear I live on fun;
 
When young I experienced it;
 
Now I hear it! ! !
 
 
I realized Life's adaptability brings joyous joy;
 
That we create and it gets created! !
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Whats Mighter Than The Mightiest.
 
Mightiest sword i hold in hand;
Giving shades behind the shadows;
Hustle bustle all around;
My sword takes strides, curves and grips;
My orientation intent;
Morality decisive;
My intent challenging;
My duty pertinent;
Evasive problem;
When the result is acknowledged;
Guess my Mightiest  Sword.
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Wound Link
 
I felt a wound feeling;
Enclosed around my family;
Dear, they love me a lot;
I realize again and again;
Care suffused by them strengthened me;
And enmeshed all around bond between us;
Propelling love towards them;
The sudden erupt in dire circumstances;
That makes thee realize;
Thee have been enclosed by strength fortification before you actually realize! !
All fortified all around you! !
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